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Abstract. Web Services provide a suitable technical foundation for 
making business processes accessible within and across enterprises. The 
business logic encapsulated inside Web Services often resides in al-
ready existing transactional backend-systems. However, the scope of 
these systems is normally limited to their domain and is not distributed 
across heterogeneous environments. 
In this paper, we investigate the impact of the emerging Web Service 
technology on transactional backend-systems: Transactional context 
needs to propagate from activities or even business processes to ser-
vices they use. Negotiations between service requestors and services on 
context to be propagate can be done automatically based on policies at-
tached to the corresponding Web Service descriptions. Corresponding 
standards and mechanisms form the basis of a new computing and mid-
dleware paradigm: the Business Grid. 
Some exemplary research work to be done to actually build the outlined 
Business Grid environment is sketched. 

1 Introduction 

Web Services can be considered as the seminal integration solution for software ar-
chitecture in information technology. Nearly every software vendor and especially all 
major suppliers of middleware technology are supporting this new computing para-
digm. Before we will explain our ideas concerning the potential of combining Web 
Service technology, transactional backend-systems and here especially ERP-systems 
and Grid environments, we will define what we understand by the term Web Service. 
We describe the Service Oriented Architecture as the underpinning for Web Service 
technology and the necessary steps for providing and requesting Web Services which 
are hosted in traditional backend-systems in section 2. The problems which will arise 
when integrating transactional backend-systems across heterogeneous environments 
will be discussed and a possible solution for this challenge namely BPEL4WS (Busi-
ness Process Execution Language for Web Services), WS-Transaction and WS-
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